
Legislation Delays Some WPS
Compliance Until 1995

mplementation of some of the
WPS, that was to take effect

April 15,1994, has been delayed untilJanuary 1,1995. Most
growers are probably aware of this by now. However, you
should be aware that there are some WPS requirements that
are in effect for 1994.

During 1994,you must comply with the WPS requirements
that are spelled out on the label. These include the label
requirements for personal protective equipment (PPE), the
restricted-entry interval (REI) and the requirements for
"double notification'1, if this requirement is on the label.

Between now and October 23, 1995 pesticides with both
old and new labels will be sold. After Oct. 23,1995 dealers
will not be allowed to distribute pesticides with old labels.
Manufacturers were required to change all labels by April 21,
1994.As a pesticide handler, you must comply with the label
on the product you have on hand and are currently using.

You do not need to comply with the "referenced" require
ments until January 1,1995. These requirements include pesti
cide safety training for agricultural workers and handlers,
decontamination sites, notification of workers about pesticide
applications, display of information about pesticide applica
tions, emergency assistance and display of a safety poster.

For additional information contact Debbie Catuccio at the
DEP Pesticide Management division (203-566-5148).
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Eight Steps to a Successful
Watering System

John W.Bartok,Jr.
ExtensionAgriculturalEngineer

Do you spend much of
your day holding the end

of a water hose? An automatic watering system may be your
answer to more uniform watering and less labor input.
When setting up a watering system, consider the following:

How much water is needed?

Plants require an adequate supply of moisture for opti
mum growth. For each ounce of dry matter produced by
the plant, as much as two gallons of water move through
the plant. A first step in planning a new greenhouse opera
tion or in automating an existing one is to estimate the
maximum water requirements. This varies with the type
and size of crop and the local climate. Besides transpiration
from the plants, evaporation from soil surfaces must also be
considered.

Table 1 gives an estimate of the maximum daily water
requirements for most types of crops. This maximum usage
usually occurs on the hot days during the summer. The water
needs for your operation can be calculated by multiplying the
square feet of growing area for each crop times the daily
water requirement For example, a 20' x 250' bed of container
plants may use up to 2,500 gallons per day (5,000 sq ft x 0.5
gal/sq ft/day).

Table 1. Estimated Maximum DailyWater Requirements
Crop
Bench Crops
Bedding Plants
Pot Plants

Mums, Hydrangias

Roses

Tomatoes

Gallons of Water Remarks
.4 gal/ft'
.5gal/ft2
.5gal/ft2
1.5 gal/ft2

.7gal/ft2 ofbed

.25gal/ft2 of bed Water everyotherday

Based on twfce-a-day watering

Based on three-times-a-day
watering
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Is there adequate water available?
The water system should be able to supply the total daily

needs in about a six-hour period. This allows the plants to be
watered during the morning and early afternoon and still
have time for the foliage to dry before sunset. The peak use
rate is the maximum flow rate needed during this six hour
period.

Peak use rates are needed to determine pump capacity,
pipe size, type of distribution system and storage tank size.
In the above example if the 2,500 gallonswere applied over
the six hours, you would need 415 gallons per hour (gph) or
seven gallons per minute (gpm). If the water was applied
over a 60-minute period, as might be the case with an over
head sprinkler system, then a supply rate of 42gpm is
needed. Although streams, ponds and municipal systems can
supply this rate, most wells cannot. Under these conditions,
an intermediate storage tank may have to be used.

How will the water be applied?
There are many devices for watering plants. These can be

classifiedas low-pressure, trickle systems that operate on less
than 15 pounds per square inch (psi) and high pressure sprin
klers that operate on presures above 15 psi. Because the
application rate is much slower with a low-pressure system, it
works well where a well supply rate is limited. High-pressure
systems, on the other hand, can give good coverage over a
larger area in a shorter time period. A low pressure emitter
may have a flow rate of one gallon per hour, whereas a typi
cal sprinkler applies several gallons per minute.

Low-pressure devices include drip tubes, emitters and per
forated hoses. Drip tubes are widely used for watering con
tainers and hanging baskets. The system consists of small
diameter plasticcapillary tubes connected to a supply line.
"Drop in" weights are attached to the other end. Some
weights are available with a shut-off so that the water to indi
vidual containers can be stopped when the plant is removed.
The diameter of the tube and its length determine the water
flow.

Emitters are devices usually placed in a supply line at inter
vals that correspond to the container or plant spacing. They
are designed to dissipate the energy in the flow of water so
that it emerges as drops at a rate of 1/2 to 1 gph. Some emit-
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Cultivar Name Color Growth Habit Leaf Type
Red Peacock Red Tall Feathered

White Peacock White Tall Feathered

Coral Quenn Pink Medium-tall Feathered

Coral Prince White (pink center) Medium-tall Feathered

Red Feather Dark Red Very tall Feathered

White Feather Wliite Very tall Feathered
Red Pigeon Light Red Dwarf Round

White Pigeon White (pink center) Dwarf Round

Pink Beauty Pink Dwarf, early Round

Rose Bouquet Bright Red Dwarf, early Round

White Xmas White (pink center) Dwarf, early Round

Red Sparrow Red Dwarf Fringed
White Sparrow White Dwarf Fringed
Prima Donna Light Red Tall Fringed
White Lady All White Tall Fringed
Red Kamome Red Dwarf, early Fringed
White Kamome All White Dwarf, early Fringed
Red Chidori Dark Red Dwarf Fringed
White Chidori All Wliite Dwarf Fringed
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leach several times with plain water then resume fertilizer
schedule but at a reduced rate.

Watering: This is mostcritical. Do not let plants dry out.
Maintain vigorous growth. If plants dry out, growth will stall
and lower leaves will yellow and drop. This will lead to a
leggyappearance. Large plants may require one to two
quarts of water per day!

Disease and insect control: To control root rot, use Sub
due (1 oz/100 gal) several days after transplant. Control cab
bage loopers with Dipel (or another B.t.formulation). Use
diazinon or malathion for aphids. Scoutplants constantly to
monitor looper activity.

Height control: Most cultivars require littleor no chemi
cal growthregulator. This is especially true if plantsare prop
erly grown. Plant growth regulator applications should be
avoidedon naturally dwarfcultivars. However, growth regula
tors are useful on naturally tall cultivars such as red and
white Peacock and on early plantings.

B-Nine can be used at 1,500 ppm if height control is a
problem. Apply B-Nine after transplant but before stretching
occurs. Repeat several times during July and August if neces
sary. Lateapplications of B-Nineor high rate applications
(2,500 ppm) will delay color development or result in plants
that are too tight at time of sale.

Bonzi sprays are not effective on ornamental cabbage and
kale.

Other: Grow plants in full sun. Use a weed barrier if
plants are on the ground.

Saleable plants can be produced in 50 to 60 days follow
ing transplant. Once plants are exposed to cold temperatures
intensive color will develop in three to five weeks.

Cultivars: The ornamental kale varieties from Takii Seed
are among the most outstanding cultivars on the market.
Some of the features of these cultivars are outlined in the fol
lowing table.
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ters accomplish this by creating a long flow path, while
others develop a turbulent flow condition.

Low-flow porous or perforated hoses are designed for
watering greenhouse benches, beds and capillary MAT sys
tems. Under low pressure, water dribbles from the seams or
tiny holes. A hose within a hose is sometimes used to give
more uniform pressure along its length and, therefore, more
uniform flow.

High-pressure sprinkler devices are available in many
designs, capacities and patterns.

Fixed spray heads, originally developed for lawn irrigation
have been successfully used to irrigate bedding plants and for
propagation of cuttings in smallpots. Heads with various pat
terns—square, full circle, part circle and rectangular—are
available.

Rotating impact sprinklers revolve about one to two times
per minute. Rotation is caused by an arm that oscillates in
and out of the nozzle jet stream. For field-grown plants and
containers in large beds, impact sprinklers are the most com
mon irrigation system. Nozzles can be interchanged to vary
flow rate and coverage.

Whirling, rotating sprinklers rotate by the reaction of the
jet of water discharging from the nozzle. Sprinklers with sin
gle or double arms work well on small, closely-spaced con
tainers. Discharge rate and droplet size can be varied.

Sprinkler head spacing is usually 50 to 75 percent of the
spray diameter to allow for more uniform coverage. Spray
diameters from three to 80 feet are available.

With the shift to plugs, cell packs and closely spaced con
tainers, there is need for a system that will provide very uni
form coverage. The watering boom supported over the plants
by either a track system or a cart that travels along a central
aisle works well. These can be purchased from several suppli
ers in both manually pulled and motorized models. A fact
sheet on how to build your own is available from the Natural
Resources Management and Engineering Department, 1376
Storrs Road, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT06269-4087.

Develop a system layout.
A plan should be developed on paper that shows the loca

tion of the water supply and growing areas. Accurate meas-
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urement of distances are important to aid in sizing pipe.
Things to consider include:

1. Available flow and pressure influence the type of sys
tem that can be used. Dividing the area into smaller zones
allows low gallonage supplies to be used.

2. Smaller lateral pipes can be used if the supply line is
brought to the middle of the bench or bed.

3. For sprinkler systems, select a nozzle pattern and lateral
spacing to give uniform coverage of the plant area.

4. For trickle systems, locate emitters to get water to each
plant root zone.

Figure 1 shows two possible system layouts to water our
20' x 250' bed filled with containers.

For this example, an application rate of 0.3 gal/sq ft/day
will be used. The amount of water needed is 1,500 gallons
(0.3 gal/sq ft/day x 5,000sq ft)/

Sizing pipe is important
Polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and aluminum pipe

are most commonly used for supply and distribution lines.
The cost is low, the installation is easy and the service life
good. Schedule 40 is commonly used for 1/2- and 3/4-inch
pipe sizes and Schedule 80 for larger sizes.

Supply lines and laterals should be sized to carry the flow
needed without excess friction loss. Friction loss is created
when water flows through pipes, valves, fittingsand sprin
klers or emitters. Because friction loss is cumulative between
the source and the nozzles, allowances have to be made to
ensure that each nozzle has an adequate supply, or the cover
age will be uneven Tables are available that help you deter
mine what size pipe is needed.

Select good quality equipment
Pumps should supply water under sufficient pressure to

provide the required flow rate and coverage. The total pres
sure against which a pump must work is composed of four
parts. They are: 1) suction lift or the vertical distance water is
lifted to the pump by suction, 2) the vertical distance from
the pump to the point where water is to be delivered, 3) the
required pressure at the outlet or nozzles and 4) the friction
in the piping system. These values can be given in feet of
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Cultural Tips for Ornamental
Cabbage and Kale

RichardJ. McAvoy
Assistant Professorand Extension Specialist

Greenhouse Crops

o ' rnamental cabbage and
kale are crops which can

extend the fall sales season into November. Consumers will
buy flowering cabbage and kale after the hardy mum season
has faded. Here are some tips for producing a rail crop.

Seeding: Sow seed mid- to late July for 8" pans. If larger
plants are to be produced, sow seed in June. For smaller
sized containers (i.e. 4" pots) seed can be sown up to early
September. Growlate-sown plants at 62° to 65°F night tem
peratures to achieve the proper plant size.

Containers: Seed can be sown in plug flats or cell paks
(i.e. 1206s). Finishing containers of 4", 6", 8" or larger can be
used.

Transplanting: Allow root system to develop before trans
planting to larger containers but do not let plants become
root bound (be especially careful in the plug). This will ruin
the transplants. After transplant, water repeatedly to settle
transplants into new containers and minimize stress.

Spacing: To finish the crop, plants need adequate spac
ing. Use 6" centers for 4" pots, 11"centers for 6" pots and 16"
to 18" centers for 8" pots.

Fertilizer: Cabbage and kale respond to moderate fertil
izer levels. Plants will stall if the fertilizer rate is too low or

salt levels become too high. Use a 20-10-20fertilizer and pro
vide 200 to 300 ppm Nitrogen on a constant liquid feed basis.
Start feeding as soon as the seed emerges in the plug or cell
flat. Start with 50 to 100 ppm and gradually increase the rate
as needed. Sodium and ammonium nitrate can bum plants,
so be careful with these nitrogen sources. A slow-release fer
tilizer can be applied at transplant (i.e. a formulation such as
a 12-10-17 will do). If salts become too high and plants stall,
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ing off all the light material or rolling them out of the debris
cleans theseed sufficiently. Each variety is sealed in a glass
vial or jar and stored in a 45°F refrigerator until used.

Seed germination is usually good for four or five years, but
the best germination rate seems to occur the second year.
Some varieties have had some seeds germinateafter eight
years.

Most selections will produce a mixture of colors and habits
ofgrowth, but some varieties could be "trued up" ifgrown
isolated at least 200 feet from other celosia and all noncon
forming plants are harvested or destroyed before flowers
form.

Stay Tuned!

The 1994
New England Greenhouse Conference

October 17, 18 and 19, 1994
Sturbridge, Massachusetts

The program is now complete.
You will be receiving notification

shortly.
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water or psi. Multiply psi by 2.31 to obtain feet of water. For
example, 40 psi is equal to 92 feet of water or a column of
water 92 feet high.

Valves are needed in a water system to control the flow of
water. Ball valves should be used for shut-off purposes
where possible because they have less friction loss and allow
a greater flow than gate or globe valves.

All municipal and domestic water sources must be pro
tected against contamination caused by backflow. The most
commonly used backflow preventer is the vacuum breaker. If
you are connected to a municipal system, check with the
water company to see what is required.

Make the system automatic.
Automatic control is desirable where several zones are

used. It requires a controller and solenoid valves to turn each
zone on or off. Controllers are available that will meet almost

unlimited combinations of watering duration per zone, water
ing frequency per zone per day, override if more water is
needed or skip if there are no plants in that zone. With
recent advances in solid state technology and the increased
use of computer control, more precise watering should be pos
sible with lower fertilizer usage and less potential pollution.

No water system is any better than its installation.
If the system is to be used during the winter, supply pipes

should be buried below the frost line. In areas of heavy traf
fic, pipes should be protected by placing in a culvert or drain
pipe. To avoid stress on connections, allow for expansion of
the pipe.

Provide adequate power to the pump. A common cause of
failure on electric pumps is a low voltage condition caused
by too small a wire size.

Design the system to keep the number of fittings and
valves to a minimum to reduce the friction loss.

A good installation is one where the pump and other com
ponents are easily accessible, making inspection and mainte
nance easy. Also make provisions for expansion by installing
extra tees at critical locations.
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Figure 1

< 250'

Lateral—1 1/2"

•Nozzle spacing 10"o.c.

Supply pipe—2"

Design using 2 gpm nozzles—whole bed watered at one
time.

Nozzle spacing - 10' o.c.
Coverage—25' diameter, double overlap
No. of nozzles—26
Supply pipe size—2"
Water supply needs—26 nozzles x 2 gpm - 52 gpm
Lateral pipe size (each lateral supplies 26 gpm)—1 1/2"

Time needed to apply water—i~ ^JOz =30 minutes
gpm

250'

C Lateral pipe—1/2" Supply pipe—3/4

Design using 1 gph drippers—1/2 of bed watered at
one time.

Dripper spacing—2' o.c. in row
No. of drippers—1,250

Water supply needs-

Lateral size—1/2"

1,250 ^ « __L 6251gph =^ 8^ =10 gpm

Time needed to apply water—75 min/section
Controllers and solenoid used to sequence sections of bed.
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not need irrigation again for the entire season. After plants
are established, a light application of 6-24-24 dry fertilizer is
recommended. Too much nitrogen can cause plants to grow
too soft, and they will not hold up as well when cut.

When plants are about 12" tall, they can be pinched rela
tively hard leaving 6 to 12 leaves on each plant. The resulting
branches produce more stems of uniform useful size than the
center stems would if not pinched.

Harvesting starts after about 10 weeks of warm weather
(usually mid-August in southern Michigan,) and lasts until
frost. They are cut, stripped and bunched in the field in hand
ful sized bunches. Ten or twelve bunches usually fills a four-
gallon bucket, and they are marketed through normal
wholesale channels.

Throughout the harvesting season, desirable plants are
selected for seed. They are marked and observed over a
period of time to determine if they possess desirable traits for
cut flowers. Plants that produce flowers on the central stem
should be avoided. Their offspring may produce open strag
gly plumes or so many seeds that the appearance is less desir
able. The flowers are the tiny white and cream or lavender
blooms that form on stems at the base of the plumes or are
scattered throughout the plumes. Plants with too many flow
ers have to be harvested when they are young because,
when the seeds mature, they darken, giving a less attractive
appearance to the plume. Plants with few or no seeds can be
left in the field for a longer time and can, therefore, be held
until needed.

Plants that have toppled in the wind or exhibit Botrytis-
like stem rot should be avoided. These traits may show up in
future generations. Exceptions may have to be made if the
color is wanted and no better specimens are available. Avoid
plants that produce combs in the plumes unless some rather
weird strains are wanted. Choose plants that branch well.
Some vigorous branching plants can produce more than a
bunch of flowers on each plant.

Seeds can usually be harvested after frost, but some may
have to be collected earlier if seed starts falling. The entire
plume can be picked and dried in paper bags for a few
weeks before seed is removed. Crushing the seed pods by
hand and shaking them through a window screen, then blow-
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